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Request for a General Rate Revision.

)
)
)
)
)

ORDER

DISPOSITION: STIPULATION ADOPTED

INTRODUCTION

North Hill Water Corporation (North Hill or the Company) is a water
association with members located near Hermiston, Oregon. The Company provides
domestic residential water service to approximately 28 members. North Hill became
regulated by the Commission in March 2008, pursuant to ORS 757.063.

On April 7, 2008, North Hill filed an initial application to establish tariffs
in compliance with Commission Order No. 08-164. The Company filed a supplemental
application on April 14, 2008. On May 13, 2008, the Commission, by Order No. 08-249,
suspended North Hill’s proposed tariffs for a period of time not to exceed six months
from May 7, 2008.

On May 27, 2008, Chief Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Michael Grant
held a public comment meeting and prehearing conference. Although several customers
attended the event, none sought status as a party to the rate proceeding.

On July 25, 2008, North Hill and Staff filed a stipulation (Stipulation)
settling all issues between them. In supporting testimony Staff explains and defends the
Stipulation.
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BACKGROUND

North Hill is struggling with an inadequate water system. The Company
currently owns two wells, and, according to the Oregon Water Resources Department
(WRD), North Hill’s use of the two wells exceeds its water rights.1 Before North Hill
can operate within its legal authority, its water rights need to be adjusted.

A 2006 engineering study by HBH Consulting Engineers (HBH)
concluded that the system has additional problems. HBH concluded that the wells
lack wellhead protection, the water from the wells is contaminated with coliform bacteria,
and the existing 10,000-gallon steel reservoir is inadequate to meet North Hill’s storage
needs. HBH also concluded that the booster pump station required to pressurize the
system is inadequate and inefficient. Finally, the system lacks individual water meters,
which prevents North Hill from billing its members based on consumption.

North Hill solved its water-rights problem by transferring its existing
water rights from its two wells to a single new well, yet to be constructed, drilled deeply
enough to provide a long-term, reliable source of water. North Hill has received approval
from WRD for this water-rights transfer.2

North Hill is now in the process of constructing the new well. Consistent
with HBH’s recommendations, the Company also plans to install a new 25,000-gallon
reservoir, add two new pumps adequate to pressurize the system, and install individual
water meters. The company also plans to install site fencing and add a chlorine
disinfection system. The parties estimate that the total cost for these improvements
will be approximately $353,650.

In order to finance the improvements, North Hill sought a loan from the
State’s Safe Drinking Water State Revolving Loan Fund. To be eligible for the low-
interest loan, however, North Hill was required to be regulated by the Oregon Public Utility
Commission.3 Consequently, on March 5, 2008, nineteen members of the Company signed
petitions requesting Commission regulation. The number of petitions met the statutory
requirement for the exercise of Commission jurisdiction.4 On March 13, 2008, the
Commission entered Order No. 08-164, ordering the Company to file tariffs.

1 North Hill’s current operations apparently require it to exceed its water rights with one well, but allow it
to draw nothing from the second well. The reason for this imbalance is unclear from the testimony.
2 WRD ordered the well to be in use by October 2008; however, North Hill has applied for an extension of
that deadline.
3 See OAR 123-049-0050(1).
4 ORS 757.063 states that a water association is subject to Commission jurisdiction if 20 percent or more
of the members of a water association file petitions with the Public Utility Commission requesting such
regulation. Nineteen petitions were filed, representing approximately 61 percent of the Company’s stated
membership. See Order No. 08-164. North Hill also charges an average annual monthly residential rate
above $33 and thus meets the Commission’s threshold under OAR 860-036-0030.
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North Hill filed its proposed tariffs on April 7, 2008, and April 14, 2008.
On July 25, 2008, the parties entered into the Stipulation.

THE STIPULATION

Summary

In order to meet its system needs and finance the new improvements,
North Hill initially proposed an increase of $14,150 in annual revenues from its 2007
test-year revenues, from $9,250 to $23,400. It proposed a 4.81 percent rate of return on
a rate base of $262,851, which generated a monthly flat rate of $75 for each member.5

The Stipulation provides for an increase of $13,316 over North Hill’s
annual 2007 revenues, for total annual revenues of $22,566, with a 1 percent rate of
return on a rate base of $267,494. This results in a monthly flat rate of $67.16 for each
member.

Revenue Requirement

Operating Expenses. Staff made a number of adjustments to North
Hill’s test year, including moving expenses into appropriate accounts, moving capital
expenditures to plant, and adjusting expenses to comport with documentation provided
by the Company. Staff’s adjustments yielded total annual operating expenses of $8,355.
Staff also calculated approximately $11,501 in annual depreciation expense, yielding
total annual revenue deductions of $19,866.

Rate Base. North Hill’s stipulated rate base includes a combination of old
plant and proposed new construction. A major component of North Hill’s rate base will
be the new well and improvements.

Construction work in progress (CWIP) may be included in rate base
under certain circumstances. The Commission may allow the costs of specific capital
improvements to be included in water utility rates “if the water utility is required to use
the additional revenues solely for the purpose of completing the capital improvement.”
ORS 757.355(2). North Hill has been awarded a 1 percent interest loan for $353,650 to
finance the new improvements, to be paid back over 30 years.6 Staff asserts that North
Hill’s capital improvement projects are currently underway, and that it is necessary to put
CWIP into plant at this time so that North Hill can collect revenues necessary to make its
annual loan payment, due in December 2009.

5 Staff explains that North Hill’s proposed rates would result in an 87.5 percent increase over existing rates,
a flat $40 per month, implemented in January 2008. The stipulated rates would be about 68 percent higher
than existing rates.
6 Staff notes that 25 percent of the loan will be forgiven.
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The Stipulation adjusts North Hill’s proposed rate base to include
the new construction and to account for other issues identified by Staff. Staff added
$353,650 for CWIP, the total amount of the capital improvements in progress but
not yet used and useful. The parties worked with DWP and the Oregon Economic and
Community Development Department (OECDD) to obtain forgiveness for 25 percent
of the loan financing the construction, so Staff subtracted $88,413 to protect members
from paying for the part of the loan that will be forgiven.

Staff also added $16,456 to utility plant, the amount used and paid for
by North Hill, and deducted $14,896 for accumulated depreciation to represent the
accumulated value of the wear and tear on the system’s plant. Staff also recommended
including $696 in working cash. These adjustments yield the stipulated rate base of
$267,494.

The Stipulation includes a 1 percent rate of return on rate base, reflecting
the costs of North Hill’s loan.

Rates

The Stipulation provides for a flat rate for water usage of $67.16 per
month.7 Staff explains that the parties tried to keep rates as low as possible by narrowing
the scope and cost of new construction and improvements. The parties worked with
DWP and OECDD to reduce costs in the following ways:

• North Hill’s loan initially required the Company to pay $12,000 in
out-of-pocket administrative costs. The agreement was modified to
roll these costs into North Hill’s loan.

• Staff and North Hill agreed to narrow the list of improvements
to include only the most pressing, immediate needs of the water
system, reducing the estimated construction costs from $463,700
to $353,650.8

• Staff obtained from OECDD the maximum amount of loan
forgiveness permitted by law, reducing the total loan amount by
25 percent, or $88,413.

• Staff obtained a new well testing schedule from DWP for the next
three years that will phase out testing of the old wells once the new
well is operational, saving the Company approximately $5,000.

7 North Hill proposed a flat rate of $75 per month.
8 North Hill’s loan is intended to finance the following critical projects: (1) a new well; (2) a new
25,000-gallon reservoir; (3) improvements to North Hill’s booster station; (4) site fencing; (5) installation
of source and individual water meters; and (6) connecting the new well to a chlorine disinfection system
and the new reservoir. Other projects that would have improved the system more aggressively were
rejected. The $463,700 cost estimate did not include upgrades that would allow for fire flow. The
cost estimate for improvements that would allow for fire flow was even higher, at $843,200.
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The Stipulation proposes a flat monthly rate for members because North
Hill’s lack of individual water meters means that it cannot calculate charges based on
consumption. Staff notes that North Hill intends to install meters as part of its planned
improvements. Once the meters are in use and North Hill has established a consumption
history, Staff explains, North Hill is to file tariffs with the Commission to establish
metered rates.

DISCUSSION

The Commission has reviewed the Stipulation, together with the
supporting testimony and exhibits filed by Staff. We conclude that the revenue
requirement and rate design proposals set forth in the Stipulation are fair, just, and
reasonable and should be adopted. The Stipulation is attached to this Order as
Appendix A and incorporated in this Order by reference.




















































